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APNE Library celebrates 9th Annual Day 
 

ITANAGAR, Apr 01: Technocrat-turned social worker with ASSET, Wakro Chinmay Panth 

advised the students to develop good reading habit. He was addressing the library reader-

activists, volunteers, students, teachers and parents at the 9th Annual Day celebrations of 

APNE Library at Wakro on March 30. 

 

Advocating for comic literacy, Panth said, “Comics give you lots of stories for entertaining 

your friends. And make you interested to read more.”A library corner will be provided in 

every hostel in the next academic year, he assured saying that “Other schools too need to 

introduce this basic facility to strengthen reading habits.” 

 

Presenting the prestigious Ranganatha Award for outstanding library services to Vijay Kumar 

Limbu, Library I/c, APNE Library, Panth lauded his contribution for the last 5 years and 

hoped more teachers would utilize their free time for encouraging reading-deprived students. 

The Award initiated by a Pune patron of APNE Library, consists of Rs.5000, Certificate & a 

set of books. 

 

The guests presented the Annual Library Awards to over 40 activists and volunteers for their 

spirited contribution to the library movement. 

 

Bethem Marai, cl XII, Bamboosa Library, Tezu, Asuni Khamblai, cl. X, Wakro, and Sareng 

Rangmang, Cl. VIII Wakro were awarded Dedicated Library Volunteers 2015-16. 

The activists spoke how they benefited from years of involvement in APNE Library 

activities.The readers presented demonstrations of reading campaign activities in English, 

Hindi & Mishmi languages. 

 

Earlier, the Coordinator, S. Mundayoor of Lohit Youth Libraries hailed patrons, volunteers 

and activists for keeping alive the spirit of the reading promotion in remote villages, in spite 

of his own prolonged absence due to ill health. 
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Echo of Arunachal, Apr 1, 2016 

 

APNE Library celebrates 9th Annual Day 

 
 

WAKRO, Mar 31: “Comics give you lots of stories for entertaining your friends. And make 

you interested to read more,” said Chinmay Panth, technocrat-turned-social worker with 

ASSET, Wakro, while addressing the library reader-activists, volunteers, students, teachers 

and parents at the 9th Annual Day celebrations of APNE Library here on March 30 last. 

“You will have a library corner in every hostel in the next academic year. Other schools too 

need to introduce this basic facility to strengthen reading habits,” he said. 

 

Presenting the Ranganatha Award for outstanding library services to Vijay Kumar Limbu, 

Library I/c, APNE Library, Er Panth lauded his contribution for the last 5 years and hoped 

that more teachers would utilize their free time for encouraging reading-deprived students. 

The Award initiated by a Pune patron of APNE Library, consists of Rs 5000, a certificate & a 

set of books. 

 

On the occasion, the Annual Library Awards were presented to over 40 activists and 

volunteers for their spirited contribution to the library movement. Bethem Marai (Cl-XII, 

Bamboosa Library, Tezu), Asuni Khamblai (Cl-X, Wakro) & Sareng Rangmang (Cl-VIII, 

Wakro) were awarded „Dedicated Library Volunteers 2015-16‟. 

 

Activists Jeenamsi Ngadong, Banika Kri & Vijay Limbu spoke how they benefited from 

years of involvement in APNE Library activities. The readers presented demonstrations of 

reading campaign activities in English, Hindi & Mishmi languages. Bethem Marai (cl XII) 

gave a PowerPoint presentation on promoting reading in a remote village. The celebrations 

concluded with a fun-filled Treasure Hunt conducted by Sujata & Er Panth. 

 

Earlier, the coordinator, Lohit Youth Libraries, S Mundayoor thanked patrons, volunteers and 

activists for keeping alive the spirit of the reading promotion in remote villages. Volunteer 

Animai Chikro proposed a vote of thanks, expressing the Library‟s gratitude to the patrons 

from all over the world, Lohit District Admn, Education Depts of Lohit & Anjaw, and others 

for spiritedly supporting the APNE Library ever since its inception in 2007. 
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